How much dose do I get from different imaging procedures?
When it comes to radiation dose, all imaging procedures are not the same. Some procedures, like ultrasound and magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI), do not use ionizing radiation. Procedures that use ionizing radiation (like standard x-ray or computed
tomography) or radioactive materials (nuclear medicine) vary widely in dose. Radiation dose depends on the type of procedure
and the part of the body being examined.
Potential risk can be expressed in different ways. Radiation dose can be compared to levels from naturally existing radiation in the
environment, or compared with doses allowed for those who are exposed to radiation as part of their work. Sometimes radiation
dose is described more specifically in units or terms that relate to the type or extent of the exposure.

Effective dose

Ankle x-ray
Effective dose is the dose quantity that is used to assess risks from diagnostic medical imaging procedures. It is typically expressed
in millisieverts (mSv).
Effective dose takes many factors into account, including the sensitivity of different body organs and tissues.
For example, an ankle x-ray has a different effective dose than a coronary angiogram.
However, effective dose is not intended to apply to a specific patient. It is an estimated risk based on an average person. The
actual risk to a patient might be higher or lower, depending on the size, gender, or health of the patient as well as the type of
procedure.

Natural background radiation in the United States
We are always exposed to background radiation. It comes from the air, sky, ground and the food we eat. It is natural to our
environment.
To put dose from medical imaging in perspective, we compare imaging dose to the time it takes to reach the same dose from
natural background radiation.
Over one year's time, our dose from natural background radiation is approximately 3 mSv.
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Qualitative risk levels
Negligible risk: less than 2 days of natural background exposure
Minimal risk: more than 2 days and up to 1 month of natural background exposure
Very low risk: more than 1 month and up to 8 months of natural background exposure
Low risk: more than 8 months and up to 6 years of natural background exposure
Moderate risk: more than 6 years of natural background exposure
View table showing summary of radiation doses for a variety of procedures (https://www.radiologyinfo.org/en/info/safetyxray)

Disclaimer
This information is copied from the RadiologyInfo Web site (http://www.radiologyinfo.org) which is dedicated to providing the highest quality
information. To ensure that, each section is reviewed by a physician with expertise in the area presented. All information contained in the
Web site is further reviewed by an ACR (American College of Radiology) - RSNA (Radiological Society of North America) committee,
comprising physicians with expertise in several radiologic areas.
However, it is not possible to assure that this Web site contains complete, up-to-date information on any particular subject. Therefore, ACR
and RSNA make no representations or warranties about the suitability of this information for use for any particular purpose. All information
is provided "as is" without express or implied warranty.
Please visit the RadiologyInfo Web site at http://www.radiologyinfo.org to view or download the latest information.

Note: Images may be shown for illustrative purposes. Do not attempt to draw conclusions or make diagnoses by comparing these images to
other medical images, particularly your own. Only qualified physicians should interpret images; the radiologist is the physician expert trained
in medical imaging.
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